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In her fifty-eighth bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells the breathtaking story of a mother’s love and a son’s
gift, of the tragedy that nearly destroyed a family...and the miracle that saved them.

Johnny Angel

With a word or a smile, seventeen-year-old Johnny Peterson could light up a room, fill his mother’s heart
with pride, and inspire the best in those around him. A star athlete and class valedictorian, tall, lanky Johnny
had a future filled with promise--until he stepped into a car on prom night, dazzling in his rented tux, and in
an instant, it was all taken away.

In the months that follow, Johnny’s family and high school sweetheart, Becky, struggle to put together the
pieces of their shattered lives. No one is more devastated than Johnny’s mother, Alice, whose oldest son
owned her heart from the day he was born. But amid the heartache, something miraculous is about to happen
to the Peterson family, something that will alter the course of each of their lives. When a sudden illness sends
Alice to the hospital, a glorious vision comes to her in her dreams. There, standing before her, is Johnny
himself, with that familiar twinkle in his eye, gently urging his bewildered mother to be strong for her
splintered family. For Alice, seeing her marvelous lost boy is a miracle she can’t quite believe but is more
than willing to embrace. In the weeks to come, Johnny will appear in the most unlikely places, visible only to
the two people who need him most: his nine-year-old brother, locked in a silent world, whose special needs
Johnny always seemed to understand…and his mother, who has always nurtured her family, but who now
needs a guardian angel of her own.

Through a season of hope and healing, Johnny will walk by his mother’s side, leaving miracles in his wake,
leading his parents, his girlfriend, his sister, and his brother out of their grief. But as Alice is about to
discover, Johnny has returned not just to help those he loves, but to uncover a purpose even he cannot
comprehend--one that will change them all forever.

An unforgettable story of loving and letting go, of mixed blessings and second chances, Johnny Angel is a
celebration of life, hope, and forgiveness. It will make you laugh and cry…and hold your loved ones just a
little bit closer.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Crystal McMullen:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the reserve entitled Johnny Angel. Try to face the book Johnny Angel as your good friend. It
means that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter
than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you
can know every thing by the book. So , let me make new experience and also knowledge with this book.

Kenisha Perkins:

Do you one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on guys
this specific aren't like that. This Johnny Angel book is readable by means of you who hate those perfect
word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving
also decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer involving Johnny Angel content conveys
objective easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it
just different by means of it. So , do you nonetheless thinking Johnny Angel is not loveable to be your top
collection reading book?

Paul Jones:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the most
effective book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is identified as
of book Johnny Angel. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it could
possibly add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware
about reserve. It can bring you from one spot to other place.

Lorraine Bryant:

Some people said that they feel fed up when they reading a book. They are directly felt the item when they
get a half elements of the book. You can choose the particular book Johnny Angel to make your current
reading is interesting. Your skill of reading talent is developing when you like reading. Try to choose
straightforward book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the idea about book and reading through
especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and learn it. Beside that the guide Johnny
Angel can to be a newly purchased friend when you're sense alone and confuse with the information must
you're doing of that time.
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